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Abstract— We consider a multiplayer reach-avoid game with
an equal number of attackers and defenders moving with simple
dynamics on a two-dimensional domain possibly with obstacles.
The attacking team attempts to send as many attackers to a
certain target location as possible quickly while the defenders
aim to capture the attackers to prevent the attacking team
from reaching its goal. The analysis of problems like this plays
an important role in collision avoidance, motion planning, and
aircraft control, among other applications. Computing optimal
solutions for such multiplayer games is intractable due to
numerical intractibility. This paper provides a first attempt to
address such computational intractability by combining maximum matching in graph theory with the classical HamiltonJacobi-Isaacs approach. In addition, our solution provides an
initial step to take cooperation into account by computing
maximum matching in real time.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Differential games are powerful theoretical tools in
robotics, aircraft control, security, and other domains [1],
[2], [3]. The multiplayer reach-avoid game (to be defined
precisely in Section II) is a differential game between two
adversarial teams of cooperating players, where one team
attempts to reach a certain target quickly while the other team
aims to delay, or if possible, prevent the opposing team from
reaching the target. One example of a reach-avoid game is
the popular game Capture-the-Flag (CTF) [4], [5]. In robotics
and automation, CTF has been explored most notably in the
Cornell Roboflag competition, where two opposing teams
of mobile robots are directed by human players to play the
game [6]. A number of results related to motion planning
and human-robot interactions have been reported from the
competition [7], [8], [9], [10].
A multiplayer reach-avoid game is a complex game due
to both the conflicting goals of the two teams and the
cooperation among the players within each team, rendering
the optimal solution for each team nontrivial to obtain and
visualize. Previous work [4], [5] has shown that even in a 1
vs. 1 scenario, human agents are sometimes unable to find the
optimal way to play, losing in situations in which an optimal
winning strategy exists. For general multiplayer reach-avoid
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games, optimal solutions are extremely difficult to compute
due to the intrinsic high dimensionality of the joint state
space. Multiplayer differential games have been previously
addressed using various techniques. In [7], where a team
of defenders assumes that the attackers move towards their
target in straight lines, a mixed-integer linear programming
approach was used. In [11], optimal defender strategies are
determined using a linear program, with the assumption
that the attackers use a linear feedback control law. In
complex pursuit-evasion games where players may change
roles over time, nonlinear model-predictive control [12] and
approximate dynamic programming [13] approaches have
been investigated. In both cases, opponent strategies are
estimated based on explicit prediction models.
The above-mentioned techniques tend to work well in the
situations in which accurate models of the opponent team
can be obtained. While those techniques have proven to be
effective in their corresponding scenarios, they cannot be
easily adapted to solve a general multiplayer reach-avoid
game when no prior information on each side is known. The
ideal framework to use for such a general multiplayer reachavoid game is the Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs (HJI) approach
[14], in which an HJI partial differential equation (PDE) is
solved to obtain optimal strategies for both teams. In this
case, if both teams play optimally, the result of the game is
determined by the joint initial condition of the players. In
addition, many numerical tools [15], [16], [17] have been
developed to carry out the computations and leverage the
power of the HJI framework when the dimensionality of the
problem is low. These tools have been employed to successfully solve a variety of differential games, path planning
problems, and optimal control problems, including aircraft
collision avoidance [15], automated in-flight refueling [18],
and two-player reach-avoid games [5]. These tools offer
tremendous flexibility in terms of the player dynamics and
terrain, and do not explicitly assume any specific control
strategy or prediction models for the players.
Despite the power that the HJI framework and the numerical tools have to offer, solving a general multiplayer
reach-avoid game is computationally intractable due to the
curse of dimensionality: the joint state space of two N -player
teams in a two-dimensional (2D) domain is 4N -dimensional
(4N D). Numerically, when the state space is discretized, the
number of nodes scales exponentially with the number of
dimensions. Therefore, computing optimal solutions for a
general multiplayer reach-avoid game in the HJI framework
is out of reach. As a result, the inherent trade-off between
optimality of the solutions and computational complexity
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must be considered and made.
In the multiplayer reach-avoid game, we consider each
defender-attacker pair and compute the optimal solutions for
both players using the HJI framework. We then invoke the
graph-theoretical maximum matching algorithm [19], [20]
to determine optimal pairings. This procedure approximates
the solution to the multiplayer game by combining the
solutions from the N 2 two-player games between each
attacker-defender pair. This way, the computation complexity
is reduced from solving a 4N D HJI PDE to solving N 2 4D
HJI PDEs. If we also assume that players on each team have
the same dynamics, then only one 4D HJI PDE needs to be
solved. This is because an HJI calculation partitions the joint
state space of the two players into a winning region for the
attacker and a winning region for the defender.
Our contributions can hence mainly be stated as follows.
First, it is an extension of the work in [5] on two-player
reach-avoid games to multiplayer reach-avoid games. Our
extension is easily implemented at almost no additional computational cost compared to the two-player games. Hence,
our approach provides an appealing solution, especially
when the number of players becomes large. In addition,
some cooperation is taken into account by the maximum
matching process. Second, as there are other ways to trade
off optimality of the solutions and computational complexity,
our extension provides an initial, in fact, the only baseline
benchmark in the HJI framework to which other approaches
can be compared. This is again due to the numerical intractibility of HJI computations, which are practically limited
to at most five-dimensional systems. Hence, any sub-game
one hopes to solve using the HJI framework can involve at
most two players. Such a benchmark can also be viewed as
an invitation for other approaches that do not require solving
HJI PDEs to address the complexity-optimality trade-off.

N

{PDi }i=1 have the same maximum speed vD . We assume
that the control functions ai (·), di (·) are drawn from the
set Σ = {σ : [0, ∞) → B n | σ is measurable}, where B n
denotes the closed unit ball in R2 . As a clarification on
the notation and terminology, the control functions (with a
dot notation, e.g. ai (·), di (·), u(·) etc. ) which are the entire
control trajectories, are distinguished from the control inputs
(such as ai , ai (t), di , di (t) etc. ) which are the instantaneous
control inputs. Furthermore, given x0Ai ∈ Ωf ree , we define
the admissible control function set for PAi to be the the
set of all control functions such that xAi (t) ∈ Ωf ree , ∀i,
∀t ≥ 0. The admissible control function set for defenders
PDi , i = 1, 2, . . . , N is defined similarly, given that x0Di ∈
Ωf ree . The joint state of all the players is denoted by x =
(xA1 , . . . xAN , xD1 , . . . , xDN ). The joint initial condition is
denoted by x0 = (x0A1 , . . . , x0AN , x0D1 , . . . , x0DN ).
In this reach-avoid game, the attacking team aims to
reach the target T ⊂ Ωf ree , a compact subset of the
domain, without getting captured by the defenders. The
capture conditions are formally described by the capture
sets

Cij ⊂ Ω2N for the pairs of the players PAi , PDj , i, j =
1, . . . , N . In general, Cij can be an arbitrary compact subset
of Ω2N , which represents the set of the joint player states
x at which PAi is captured by PDj . Hence, in the general
case, the interpretation of capture is given by the set Cij ,
which in turn depends on the specific situation one wishes
to model.
 In this paper, we define the capture sets to be
Cij = x ∈ Ω2N | kxAi − xDj k2 ≤ RC , the interpretation
of which is that PAi is captured by PDj if PAi ’s position is
within RC of PDj ’s position.
In our multiplayer reach-avoid game, we are interested in
determining how many attackers are able to reach the target
T without being captured. An illustration of the game setup
is shown in Figure 1.

II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We consider a multiplayer reach-avoid game between a
N
team of N attackers, {PAi }i=1 = {PA1 , . . . , PAN } and a
N
team of N defenders, {PDi }i=1 = {PD1 , . . . , PDN }. Each
player is confined in a bounded, open domain Ω ⊂ R2 , which
can be partitioned as follows: Ω = Ωf ree ∪ Ωobs . Ωf ree is a
compact set representing the free space in which the players
can move, while Ωobs = Ω \ Ωf ree represents the obstacles
that obstruct movement in the domain. Let xAi , xDj ∈ R2
denote the states of the players PAi and PDj respectively.
Initial conditions of the players are denoted by x0Ai , x0Di ∈
Ωf ree , i = 1, 2, . . . , N . We assume that the dynamics of the
players are defined by the following decoupled system for
t ≥ 0:
ẋAi (t) = vA ai (t),

xAi (0) = x0Ai ,

ẋDi (t) = vD di (t),

xDi (0) = x0Di ,

Target
obstacle
defender
attacker

𝜕Ω
Ω

Ω𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒
Ω𝑜𝑏𝑠

𝐷1 , … , 𝐷𝑛
𝒯

𝐴1 , … , 𝐴𝑛

(1)

Fig. 1: The components of a multiplayer reach-avoid game.

where ai (·), di (·) represent the control functions of PAi and
N
PDi , i = 1, 2, . . . , N respectively. The attackers {PAi }i=1
have the same maximum speed vA and the defenders

Consider the special case in which each team only has one
player. We denote the attacker as PA , the defender as PD ,
their states and initial conditions as xA , xD , x0A , x0D . Their

i = 1, 2, . . . , N
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where the optimal Hamiltonian is given by

dynamics are
ẋA (t) = vA a(t),
ẋD (t) = vD d(t),

xA (0) = x0A ,
xD (0) = x0D .

The players’ joint state and joint initial condition become
x = (xA , xD ), x0 = (x0A , x0D ) respectively. The capture set
for PA is then simply


2

C = (xA , xD ) ∈ Ω | kxA − xD k2 ≤ RC .

(3)

III. S OLUTION
We first describe the HJ reachability framework for solving
differential games with arbitrary terrain, domain, obstacles,
target set, and player velocities based on [15], [22], [5]. The
results of HJ computation assume a closed-loop strategy for
both players given previous information of the other players.
Solving the 4N D PDE corresponding to the full multiplayer game is numerically intractable, so we solve a 4D
HJI PDE instead, and construct an approximation to the
4N D solution using maximum matching. The approximation
provides an upper bound on the number of attackers who are
able to reach the target.
A. Hamilton-Jacobi Reachability
The setup for using HJ reachability to solve differential
games can be found in [15], [22], [5]. In summary, we are
given the continuous dynamics of the system state:
(4)

where x ∈ Rn is the system state, u ∈ U is the joint control
input of the attacking team, and d ∈ D is the joint control
input of the defending team. The sets U and D represent the
sets of the joint admissible control inputs of the attacking
team and the defending team, respectively.
We specify the terminal set R (described in detail in Section III-B) as the attackers’ winning condition, and propagate
backwards this set subject to the constraint imposing that the
attackers be outside the capture regions and the obstacles.
This constraint is described by the avoid set A.
More precisely, the HJ reachability calculation is as follows. First, given a set G, the level set representation of G is
a function φG : Rn → R such that G = {x ∈ Rn | φG ≤ 0}.
In particular, the terminal set R and the avoid set A will be
represented by the functions φR and φA respectively.
Let Φ : Rn × [−T, 0] → R be the viscosity solution [23]
to the constrained terminal value HJI PDE:



∂Φ
∂Φ
+ min 0, H x,
= 0, Φ(x, 0) = φR (x) (5)
∂t
∂x
subject to
Φ(x, t) ≥ −φA (x),

u∈U d∈D

By the argument presented in [15] and [24], the set of
initial conditions from which the attackers are guaranteed to
win within time T is given by
RAT (R, A) := {x ∈ Rn | Φ(x, −T ) ≤ 0} .

The attacker wins when PA reaches the target T without
being captured by the defender PD . If the defender PD can
delay PA from reaching T indefinitely, the defender wins.
This two-player reach-avoid game and its variant were first
studied in [5] and [21]. In this paper, we extend the HJI
framework to deal with the multiplayer reach-avoid games.

ẋ = f (x, u, d), x(0) = x0 ,

H (x, p) = min max pT f (x, u, d).

(2)

(6)

Hence, Φ(x, −T ) is the level set representation of
RAT (R, A). The optimal control input for the attacking
team is given by [25], [26], [5]:
u∗ (x, t) = arg min max p(x, −t)T f (x, u, d), t ∈ [0, T ] (7)
u∈U d∈D

where p = ∂Φ
∂x .
Similarly, the optimal control input for the defending team
is given by
d∗ (x, t) = arg max p(x, −t)T f (x, u∗ , d), t ∈ [0, T ]. (8)
d∈D

Taking T → ∞, we obtain the set of initial conditions
from which the attackers are guaranteed to win. We denote
this set RA∞ (R, A). The set of initial conditions from which
the defenders are guaranteed to win is given by all points not
in RA∞ (R, A). For an N vs. N game on a two-dimensional
domain Ω ⊂ R2 , the reachable set RA∞ (R, A) is 4N D.
A highly accurate numerical solution to Equation (5) can
be computed using the Level Set Toolbox for MATLAB [22].
B. Hamilton-Jacobi Reachability for the Two Player Game
In general, an HJI PDE of dimensions higher than five
cannot be solved practically, so we are limited to only being
able to solve the HJI PDE corresponding to a two-player
game in which each player’s state space is 2D. We will solve
the multiplayer game by combining the solution to the twoplayer game and maximum matching from graph theory.
In the two-player game, the goal of the attacker is to reach
the target set T while avoiding capture by the defender. This
terminal set R is represented by the attacker being inside
T . En route to T , the attacker must avoid capture by the
defender. This is represented by the set C.
Both players also need to avoid the obstacles Ωobs , which
can be considered as the locations in Ω where the players
have zero velocity. In particular, the defender wins if the
attacker is in Ωobs , and vice versa. Therefore, we define the
terminal set and avoid set as

R = x ∈ Ω2 | xA ∈ T ∧ kxA − xD k2 > RC

(9)
∪ x ∈ Ω2 | xD ∈ Ωobs

A = x ∈ Ω2 | kxA − xD k2 ≤ RC

(10)
∪ x ∈ Ω2 | xA ∈ Ωobs
Given these sets, we can define the corresponding level
set representations φR , φA , and solve (5). If Ω ⊂ R2 , the
result is RA∞ (R, A) ∈ R4 , a 4D reach-avoid set with the
level set representation Φ(x, −∞). The attacker wins if and
only if (x0A , x0D ) = x0 ∈ RA∞ (R, A).
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If x0 ∈ RA∞ (R, A), then the attacker is guaranteed to
win the game. Applying Equation (7) to the two-player game,
we obtain the explicit winning strategy is given in [5]:
a∗ (xA , xD , t) = −vA

pu (xA , xD , −t)
.
kpu (xA , xD , −t)k2

(11)

where p = (pu , pd ) = ∂(x∂Φ
.
A ,xD )
Similarly, if x0 ∈
/ RA∞ (R, A), then the defender is
guaranteed to win the game. Applying (8) to the two-player
game, we obtain the explicit winning strategy given in [5]:
d∗ (xA , xD , t) = vD

pd (xA , xD , −t)
.
kpd (xA , xD , −t)k2

(12)

Our solution to the multiplayer reach-avoid game is an
approximation to the optimal solution that would be obtained
by directly solving the 4N D HJI PDE; it is conservative
for the defending team because by creating defender-attacker
pairs, each defender restricts its attention to only one opposing player. For example, if no suitable matching is found,
the defending team is not guaranteed to allow all attackers
to reach the target, as the defending team could potentially
capture some attackers without using a strategy that creates
defender-attacker pairs. Nevertheless, our solution is able
to overcome the numerical intractibility to approximate a
reachability calculation, and is useful in many game configurations.

C. Maximum Matching
We can determine whether the attacker can win the
multiplayer reach-avoid game by combining the solution
to the two-player game, characterized by RA∞ (R, A), and
maximum matching [19], [20] from graph theory as follows:
1) Compute RA∞ (R, A)
2) Construct a bipartite graph with two sets of nodes
N
N
{PAi }i=1 , {PDi }i=1 , where each node represents a
player.
3) For each PDi , determine whether PDi can win against
PAj , for all j. Given RA∞ (R, A), we can determine
the winner of the two player game for any given pair
(xAi , xDj )∀(i, j).
4) Form a bipartite graph: Draw an edge between PDi
and PAj if PDi wins against PAj
5) Run any matching algorithm to find a maximum
matching in the graph. This can be done using, for
example, a linear program [19], or the Hopcroft-Karp
algorithm [20].
After constructing the bipartite graph, if the maximum
matching is of size m, then the defending team would be
able to prevent at least m attackers from reaching the target.
Alternatively, N − m is an upper bound on the number of
attackers that can reach the target.
For intuition, consider the following specific cases of m.
If m = N , then no attacker will be able to reach the target.
If m = 0, then there is no initial pairing that will prevent
any attacker from reaching the target; however, the attackers
are not guaranteed to all reach the target, as N − m = N
is only an upper bound on the number of attackers who can
reach the target. Finally, m = N − M + 1, then the attacking
team would only be able to send at most N − m = M − 1
attackers to the target.
The optimal strategy for the defenders can be obtained
from (12). If the ith defender PDi is assigned to defend
against the j th attacker PAj by the maximum matching, then
the strategy that guarantees that PAj never reaches the target
is given by
d∗i (xAj , xDi , t) = vD

pd (xAj , xDi , −t)
kpd (xAj , xDi , −t)k2

(13)

The entire procedure of applying maximum matching to
the 4D HJ reachability calculation is illustrated in Figure 2.

𝐴1

4D HJ
Reachability

𝐷1

𝐴1

𝐴2

𝐷2 Maximum 𝐴2
matching

𝐴3

𝐷3

𝐴4

𝐷4

𝐴3
𝐴4

𝐷1

𝑑2∗ (𝑡)

𝐷2

𝑑1∗ (𝑡)
𝑑3∗ (𝑡)
𝑑4∗ (𝑡)

𝐷3
𝐷4

Fig. 2: The 4D HJ reachability and maximum matching
approximation to the multiplayer reach-avoid game. A maximum matching of size m indicates that at most N − m
attackers will be able to reach the target.

D. Time-Varying Defender-Attacker Pairings
The procedure in Section III-C assigns an attacker to
each defender that is part of a maximum pairing in the
beginning of the game, and the assignment does not change
during the course of the game. However, the bipartite graph
and its corresponding maximum matching can be updated
as the players change positions during the game. Because
RA∞ (R, A) captures the winning conditions for every joint
defender-attacker configuration given Ω, Ωobs , T , this update
can be performed in real time by the following procedure:
1) Given the position of each player, determine whether
each defender can win against each attacker.
2) Construct the bipartite graph and find its maximum
matching to assign an attacker to each defender that is
part of the maximum matching.
3) For a chosen duration ∆, compute the optimal control
input and trajectory for each defender that is part of
the maximum matching via Equation (13). For the rest
of the defenders and for all attackers, compute the
trajectories assuming any control function.
4) Repeat the procedure with the new player positions.
As ∆ → 0, the above procedure computes a bipartite graph
and its maximum matching as a function of time. Whenever
the maximum matching is not unique, the defenders can
choose a different maximum matching and still be guaranteed
to prevent the same number of attackers from reaching the
target. As long as each defender uses the optimal control
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input given in Equation (13), the size of the maximum
matching can never decrease as a function of time.
On the other hand, it is possible for the size of the
maximum matching to increase as a function of time. This
occurs if the joint configuration of the players becomes such
that the resulting bipartite graph has a bigger maximum
matching than before, which may happen since the size
of the maximum matching only gives an upper bound on
the number of attackers that are able to reach the target.
Furthermore, there is no numerically tractable way to compute the joint optimal control input for the attacking team,
so a suboptimal strategy from the attacking team can be
expected, making an increase of maximum matching size
likely. Determining defender control strategies that optimally
promote an increase in the size of the maximum matching
would be an important step towards the investigation of
cooperation, and will be part of our future work.

the algorithm in Section III-D. The defender that is not part
of the maximum matching plays optimally according to (13)
against the closest attacker. The attackers use the suboptimal
strategy of taking the shortest path to the target while steering
0.125 units clear of the obstacles and disregarding the control
inputs of other players in the game.
The initial size of the maximum matching is 3. At t =
0.4, because the attackers have not been playing optimally,
the attacker at (−0.50, 0.16) becomes in a losing position
against the defender at (−0.26, −0.34). Thus, the maximum
matching now assigns the attacker at (−0.50, 0.16) to the
defender at (−0.26, −0.34). At the same time, the defender
at (−0.09, −0.22) switches from defending the attacker at
(−0.50, 0.16) to defending the attacker at (−0.27, 0.14),
creating a perfect matching and preventing any attacker from
reaching the target.
Defender at (0.3, 0.5)

IV. C OMPUTATION R ESULTS
We illustrate our reachability and maximum matching
approach in the example below. The HJ reach-avoid sets are
calculated using the Level Set Toolbox [22] developed at the
University of British Columbia. We calculated RA∞ (R, A)
by incrementing T until RAT (R, A) converges. The computation of RA∞ (R, A), done on a 45 × 45 × 45 × 45 grid,
took approximately 30 minutes on a Lenovo T420s laptop
with a Core i7-2640M processor.
The example is shown in Figures 3. There are four
attackers and four defenders playing on a square domain
with obstacles; the defenders have a capture radius of 0.1
units. All players have equal speeds (vD = vA ).
RA∞ (R, A) is a 4D set that represents the joint configurations in which the attacker wins the game. To visualize
the 4D set in 2D, we view the reach-avoid set at the
slices representing the positions of particular players. Figure
3a shows boundaries of RA∞ (R, A) with fixed defender
positions. In each subplot, attackers which are closer to the
target set than the reach-avoid set boundary win against the
particular defender. For example, in the right top subplot of
Figure 3a, the defender at (0.3, −0.5) loses to the attacker
at (0, 0), but wins against the other three attackers.
Similarly, Figures 3b shows boundaries of RA∞ (R, A)
with fixed attacker positions. Defenders which are closer
to the target set than the reach-avoid set boundary win
against the particular attacker. For example, in the bottom
left subplot, the attacker at (0, 0) wins against the defender
at (0.3, 0.5) but loses against the other three defenders.
Figure 4 shows the resulting bipartite graph (thin solid
blue lines) and the maximum matching (thick dashed blue
lines) after applying the algorithm described in Section IIIC. The maximum matching is of size 3, which means that
at most 1 attacker will be able to reach the target.
Figure 5 shows the result of a 4 vs. 4 reach-avoid game
simulation being played out in a course of 0.6 time units to illustrate the potential usefulness of time-dependent defenderattacker pairings. Every ∆ = 0.005 time units, a bipartite
graph and its maximum matching are computed according to

Defender at (0.3, −0.5)

1

1

0.5

0.5

0

0

−0.5

−0.5

−1
−1

0

1

Defender at (−0.3, 0.5)
1

−1
−1

0.5

0

0

−0.5

−0.5
0

1

1

Defender at (−0.3, −0.5)
1

0.5

−1
−1

0

Target
Obstacle
Defender
Attacker
Reachable Set

−1
−1

0

1

(a) Slices of reach-avoid set at the four defender positions. The
defender wins against any attacker who is farther away from the target
than the reachable set boundary is.
Attacker at (0, 0.9)

Attacker at (0.8, −0.8)

1

1

0.5

0.5

0

0

−0.5

−0.5

−1
−1

0

1

−1
−1

Attacker at (0, 0)
1

0.5

0.5

0

0

−0.5

−0.5
0

1

Attacker at (−0.5, 0)

1

−1
−1

0

1

−1
−1

Target
Obstacle
Defender
Attacker
Reachable Set

0

1

(b) Slices of reach-avoid set at the the four attacker positions. Each
attacker is wins against any defender who is farther away from the
target than the reachable set boundary is.

Fig. 3: A 4 vs. 4 reach-avoid game in which all players have
equal maximum speeds.
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1
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0.4
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Defender
Attacker
Bipartite Graph
Maximum Matching

0
−0.2
−0.4
−0.6
−0.8
−1
−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

Fig. 4: Bipartite graph and maximum matching results. Each
edge (solid blue line) connects a defender to an attacker
against whom the defender is guaranteed to win, creating
a bipartite graph. A maximum matching (dashed blue line)
of size 3 indicates at most one attacker can reach the target.

t=0, m. size=3

t=0.2, m. size=3

1

1

0.5

0.5

0

0

−0.5

−0.5

−1
−1

0

1

−1
−1

t=0.4, m. size=4
1

0.5

0.5

0

0

−0.5

−0.5
0

1
Target
Obstacle
Attacker
Defender
Max. Matching
Attacker Traj.
Defender Traj.

t=0.6, m. size=4

1

−1
−1

0

1

−1
−1

0

1

Fig. 5: Real-time maximum matching updates. The defenders
can update the bipartite graph and maximum matching
via the procedure described in Section III-D in real time.
Because the attacking team is not playing optimally, the
defending team finds a perfect matching after t = 0.4.

V. C ONCLUSION
By solving a single 4D HJI PDE representing the twoplayer reach-avoid game, we obtained the winners in all
attacker-defender pairs. Then, a maximum matching algorithm determines the pairing that prevents the maximum
number of attackers from reaching the target. Calculating
time-varying defender-attacker pairings allows the defending team to potentially increase the size of the maximum
matching over time.
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